JOB POSTING

Left Coast Engineering
Located in Escondido, CA is HIRING New and Recent Graduates
Electrical Engineering, Electrical and Computing Engineering, Computer Science
Start date - May 2021 or sooner
Full Time - Salary Commensurate with Experience, Health Benefits, Flex Schedule and 401K

JOB DESCRIPTION
We are looking for problem solvers who don't want to be bound to just one discipline. Leveraging their degree in EE, ECE, or CS, the perfect candidate will be able to reach into other disciplines to create novel solutions to the product design challenges we face every day. On a typical project, our engineers might be writing code one day, designing an over-the-air wireless protocol the next, designing and testing innovative circuits the next, and finally working on the mechanical package that holds it all together.

Our projects range from precision lab equipment to all kinds of wireless links. We typically design into our products custom RF circuitry and antennas, embedded processors, power, control, and sensing. We complete our product design with embedded firmware on bare metal or small OS, PC apps for control and test, and client-server apps. We extensively test before providing solutions to our customers, so be prepared to validate, confirm, test, break, and push to the limit anything designed.

We are looking for candidates who can contribute ideas on many levels and aren't satisfied with the standard way of doing things. Our relaxed work environment and flexible schedules allow our engineers to be creative with their play as well as their work. Competitive benefits packaging include 401(K) help build our employee's future as we grow the company to take on more cutting-edge projects.

IDEAL CANDIDATE WOULD POSSESS
- Understanding of digital and analog circuits
- Schematic capture, board layout, simulation experience
- Basic programming theory and knowledge
- Report writing skills (it's a necessary evil in engineering)
- Desire to understand the business side of product development
- Drive to continually learn and improve

Now in its 22nd year, Left Coast Engineering (LCE) offers full-service, engineering design resources, specializing in custom electronic product design and rapid prototyping in the R&D space. Always on the cutting edge, LCE guides new and next-gen product designs from concept to production through hardware, software, wireless and RF design. LCE's team has completed more than 165 successful product designs for a variety of clients in the commercial, industrial, medical and military spaces. More info at www.LeftCoastEng.com

JOB LOCATION
Left Coast Engineering
810 S Escondido Blvd
Escondido, CA 92025
Salary commensurate with experience.
Qualified Applicants can email their resume and introduction to: Jobs@LeftCoastEng.com